This paper offers an integrative data-driven physics-inspired approach to model and control traffic congestion in a resilient and efficient manner. While existing physics-based approaches commonly assign density and flow traffic states by using the Fundamental Diagram, this paper specifies the flowdensity relation using past traffic information recorded in a time sliding window with a constant horizon length. With this approach, traffic coordination trends can be consistently learned and incorporated into traffic planning. This paper also models traffic coordination as a probabilistic process and obtains traffic feasibility conditions using linear temporal logic. Model productive control (MPC) is applied to control traffic congestion through the boundary of the traffic network. Therefore, the optimal boundary inflow is assigned as the solution of a constrained quadratic programming problem.
INTRODUCTION
Urban traffic congestion management has been an active research area, and physics-based modeling of traffic coordination has been extensively studied by researchers over the past three decades. It is common to spatially discretize a network of interconnected roads (NOIR) using the Cell Transmission Model (CTM) which applies mass conservation to model traffic coordination [(Daganzo, 1995; Gomes and Horowitz, 2006) ]. To control and analyze traffic congestion, the Fundamental Diagram is commonly applied to assign a flow-density relation at every traffic cell. While the Fundamental Diagram can successfully determine the traffic state for small-scale urban road networks, it may not properly function for congestion analysis and control in large traffic networks. Modeling of backward propagation, spill-back congestion, and shock-wave propagation is quite challenging. The main objective of this paper is to deal with the aforementioned challenges of modeling and control of traffic congestion modeling and control. In particular, this paper contributes a novel integrative data-driven physicsinspired approach to obtain a microscopic data-driven traffic coordination model and resiliently control congestion in largescale traffic networks.
Researchers have proposed light-based and physics-based control approaches to address traffic coordination challenges. Fixed-cycle control is the traditional approach for the operation of traffic signals at intersections. The traffic network study tool [ (Robertson, 1969; Tiwari et al., 2008) ] is a standard fixed-cycle control tool for optimization of the signal timing. Refs. [ (Balaji and Srinivasan, 2011; Chiu, 1992) ] offer fuzzy-based signal control approaches to optimize the green time interval at junctions. Physics-based traffic coordination approaches commonly use the Fundamental Diagram to determine traffic state (flowdensity relation) [(Zhang et al., 2012 [(Zhang et al., , 2011 , model dynamic This work has been supported by the National Science Foundation under Award Nos. 1739525 and 1914581. traffic coordination [(Han et al., 2012) ], incorporate spillback congestion [(Gentile et al., 2007; Adamo et al., 1999) ] and backward propagation [ (Gentile, 2015; Long et al., 2008) ] effects into traffic simulation, or specify the feasibility conditions for traffic congestion control. Ref. [Jafari and Savla (2018) ] integrate first order traffic dynamics inspired by mass flow conservation, dynamic traffic assignment [ (Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos, 2001; Janson, 1991) ], and a cell transmission model [ (Daganzo, 1995 (Daganzo, , 1994 ] to model and control freeway traffic coordination. Model predictive control (MPC) is the common control approach for model-based traffic coordination optimization [(Lin et al., 2012; Jamshidnejad et al., 2018; Tettamanti et al., 2014) ]. Ref. Baskar et al. (2012) applies MPC to determine the optimal platooning speed for automated highway systems (AHS). Furthermore, researchers have applied fuzzy logic [(Kammoun et al., 2014; Collotta et al., 2015; Pau et al., 2018; Yusupbekov et al., 2016) ], neural network (Moretti et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2017; Akhter et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2015) , Markov Decision Process (MDP) [(Ong and Kochenderfer, 2016; Haijema and van der Wal, 2008) ], formal methods (Coogan et al., 2017 (Coogan et al., , 2015 and mixed nonlinear programming (MNLP) [(Christofa et al., 2013) ] for model-based traffic management. Optimal control [(Jafari and Savla, 2018; Wang et al., 2018) ] approaches have also been proposed. This paper offers a new data-driven approach for control traffic coordination in a network of interconnected roads (NOIR). We model traffic coordination as a mass conservation problem governed by the continuity partial differential equation (PDE). By spatial and temporal discretization of traffic coordination, traffic dynamics is expressed by a probabilistic process controlled through the boundary road elements of the NOIR. The paper uses linear temporal logic to formally specify the feasibility conditions at NOIR road elements. Given traffic feasibility conditions, optimal boundary inflow is assigned as the solution of an adaptive model-predictive control with parameters that are consistently learned based on the empirical traffic information. Therefore, the optimal boundary inflow is continuously as-signed as the solution of a constrained quadratic programming problem and incorporated into planning. This paper is organized as follows. Preliminary notions of graph theory presented in Section 2 are followed by a problem statement in Section 3. Section 4 models traffic coordination as a mass-conservation problem followed by traffic congestion boundary control in Section 5. Simulation results presented in Section 6 are followed by concluding remarks in Section 7.
2. GRAPH THEORY NOTIONS NOIR roads are filled by a finite number of serially-connected road elements, where i ∈ V represents a unique road element. The node set V can be expressed as 
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The traffic coordination control problem is defined by the finite state abstraction M given by tuple
T ∈ X defines traffic density of interior road elements across the NOIR, where ρ i is the traffic density at interior road element i ∈ V I . U ⊂ R N i n is a finite subspace of R N i n , vector u = u 1 · · · u N i n T ∈ U defines the boundary inflow, where u i is the inflow at inlet boundary element i ∈ V in . Furthermore, F : X × U → X is the traffic state transition function defined as follows: F (x, u, a) = A a x + Bu (1) where a =∈ A is a discrete action characterizing traffic tendency at every discrete time k. Note that a ∈ A is consistently learned and incorporated into planning. Also,
is the tendency matrix defined in Section 4. Moreover, P is the set of atomic propositions that are used to provide traffic feasibility conditions. C : X × U × A → R ≥0 is the traffic coordination cost defined based on the traffic density distribution across the NOIR.
TRAFFIC COORDINATION MODELING
The mass-conservation law is applied to obtain microscopic traffic dynamics across the NOIR. Therefore, traffic coordination at road element i ∈ V I is given by
(3b) are the traffic inflow and outflow respectively at road element
Traffic state transition function:
Over time-interval [t k , t k+1 ], we define positive-definite and diagonal matrix a[k] specifying the tendency of traffic at interior node j + N out ∈ V I to move towards
where I ∈ R (N −N ou t )×(N −N ou t ) is the identity matrix. Assuming traffic is updated by Eq.
(2) at every road element i ∈ V I , density vector
T is updated by the following network dynamics:
T is the boundary inflow vector, B = B i j ∈ R (N −N ou t )×N i n , and B i j is a constant matrix with i j entry
Theorem 1. The traffic state transition, defined by dynamics (6), is BIBO stable when the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) There exists at least one directed path from every inlet boundary road element toward the interior of road element i ∈ V I . (2) There exists at least one directed path from the interior of road element i ∈ V I toward every outlet boundary road element. 
where
where a[1], · · · , a[k − 1], a[k] ∈ A. Because eigenvalues of matrix A a[h] (h ∈ {1, · · · , k}) are all placed inside a disk with spectral radius r a[h] < 1 centered at the origin, (8) is proven for every a ∈ A.
Learning of Traffic Tendency
Let human intent be defined by discrete set A = {a l = a N ou t +1,l , · · · , a i,l , · · · , a N,l i ∈ V I , l = 1, · · · , n a } where n a = |A| is the cardinality of set A and a l characterizes the l-th possible traffic tendency action. It is assumed that P = p N ou t +1 ,a , · · · ,p N, a a ∈ A ,
are finite sets specifying all possible values for outflow and tendency probabilities for every discrete action a ∈ A. It is further assumed that traffic information data including traffic density ρ i and traffic outflow z i are available at discrete times k − 1, · · · , k − L (h = 1, · · · , k) for every discrete time k ∈ Z, where L is the length of the time sliding window recording traffic history information. Therefore, cost function
is known at every discrete time k, and human intent θ[k] is obtained as follows:
By learning the traffic tendency a[k] ∈ A, the traffic tendency matrix A a : A → R (N −N ou t )×(N −N ou t ) can be consistently updated and incorporated into modeling and control of traffic congestion.
Traffic Feasibility Conditions
Linear temporal logic (LTL) is used to specify the feasibility conditions of the conservation-based traffic coordination dynamics given in (6) [ (Wongpiromsarn et al., 2009) ]. Every LTL formula consists of a set of atomic propositions, logical operators, and temporal operators. Logical operators include ¬ ("negation"), ∨ ("disjunction"), ∧ ("conjunction"), and ⇒ ("implication"). Also, ("always"), ("next"), ♦ ("eventually"), and U ("until") are the temporal operators used in LTL formulas.
Four traffic feasibility conditions are formally specified below to serve as formal constraints for optimal control definition as defined below. In particular, these feasibility conditions are used to determine admissible boundary inflow u[k] ∈ U.
Traffic feasibility conditions are specified as follows: Feasibility Condition 1: Traffic density, defined as the number of cars at a road element, is a positive quantity everywhere in the NOIR. Also, it is assumed that every road element has maximum capacity ρ max . Therefore, the number of cars cannot exceed ρ max in every road element i ∈ V I . These two requirements can be formally specified as follows:
If feasibility condition Φ 1 is satisfied at every road element, then, traffic over-saturation is avoided everywhere in the NOIR at discrete times k, k + 1, · · · , k + N τ .
at discrete times k, k + 1, · · · , k + N τ . This condition can be formally specified by
Feasibility Condition 3: The inflow y i,a[k] must not exceed the available available capacity of road element i ∈ V I denoted by
This requirement is formally specified by the following LTL formula:
Feasibility Condition 4: The boundary inflow needs to satisfy the following feasibility condition at discrete time k, k + 1, · · · , k + N τ :
While Feasibility Conditions 1 through 4 need to be satisfied at every discrete time k, the following "optional" condition is also implemented when the inflow demand is high:
Optional Condition 5: Boundary inflow needs to satisfy the following feasibility condition at discrete time k, k + 1, · · · , k + N τ :
Boundary condition (Φ 5 ) constrains the number of vehicles entering the NOIR to be exactly u 0 at any time k.Note that u 0 is an upper bound on vehicles entering the NOIR. However, in the simulation results presented, traffic demand is significant such that the NOIR is maximally utilized by as many vehicles as possible.
Given feasibility conditions 1 through 4, set 
TRAFFIC COORDINATION CONTROL
The boundary inflow u can be controlled by ramp meters situated at the inlet boundary nodes. Ramp meters apply an adaptive-MPC control design to determine the optimal boundary inflow u[k] so that the traffic congestion can be effectively and resiliently managed. The proposed adaptive-MPC design consists of three main components: (i) Plant (dynamics) (ii) Parameter Adaptation Unit (PAU), (iii) MPC Boundary Controller (See Fig. 1 ). The traffic coordination dynamics obtained in (6) is used to model the plant dynamics over the time interval [t k , t k+1 ]. Given traffic tendency action a[k] ∈ A, a PAU consistently learns and updates matrix A a [k] . Matrix A a[k] is used by the MPC Boundary Controller to assign the input vector u[k] ∈ R N i n based on the updated plant dynamics.
The optimal boundary inflow u[k] = u * is determined by minimizing the N τ -step expected cost
where C = C (x[k], u[k + 1], · · · , u[k + N τ ]) scaling parameter β > 0 is constant and all traffic feasibility conditions must be satisfied. The optimal control u[k] = u * is assigned as the solution of a constrained quadratic programming problem that can be formally specified as follows:
. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
The NOIR consists of 24 unidirectional roads where every interior road is filled out by four serially-connected road elements. Furthermore, every inlet or outlet road is filled out with two road elements. Communication between road elements is defined by graph G(V, E) where V = {1, · · · , 64} = V in V out V I , V in = {1, · · · , 8}, V out = {9, · · · , 16}, and V I = {17, · · · , 64} (See Fig. 2 ). We assume that the human intent is not changed, therefore,p i,a =p i at every road element i ∈ V (See Fig. 3 ). We further assume that u 0 = 20, thus the number of vehicles entering the NOIR are restricted to be 20 at any time k. Also, ρ max = 45 is selected for the simulation.
Boundary control velocity inputs u 1 through u 8 are plotted versus discrete time k for k = 1, · · · , 30 in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 plots the traffic density in all road elements versus discrete time k. It is seen that the number of vehicles is reduced as time goes ahead and the traffic congestion is successfully controlled. Figs. 4 and 5 imply that traffic density reaches the steady state values after about 20 time steps (20 × 30 = 600s) in simulation while traffic consistently enters the NOIR through the inlet boundary nodes.
CONCLUSION
This paper offers a new data-driven physics-inspired approach to effectively model and control traffic congestion. While existing physics-based approaches have commonly assigned traffic state (density and flow) by using the Fundamental Diagram. This paper suggests specifying the flow-density relation using empirical data. Therefore, the proposed approach offers several benefits: (i) Traffic data is consistently incorporated, (ii) A high-fidelity traffic coordination model is developed, (iii) Microscopic properties of a traffic system are Incorporated into planning, and (iv) Resilience of traffic congestion control is improved. Furthermore, feasibility conditions for traffic coordination in a large-scale urban network are formally specified using liner temporal logic.
